
Some of today’s most successful business owners once worked with a 
business coach. For example, Eric Schmidt, the former CEO of Google 
hired a coach recommended by a board member despite his company 
growing. Steve Jobs and Bill Gates also invested in coaching.

Why? Because they recognised that the best investment you can make 
is investing in yourself. One-on-one or group coaching will help you 
clarify your goals, build a winning strategy and implement an action 
plan that will likely increase your revenue.

To put it clearly, good leaders create more economic value than poor 
leaders and extraordinary leaders create far more value than good 
ones. Studies show that when excellent leaders are present in an 
organisation, it is pretty much impossible to not increase its revenue. 
Surely, few investments will pay off as handsomely as the choice to 
develop great leaders within your organisation.

That is the part where the Scale Up Growth Partners is playing a 
huge role as it has mentoring and coaching programs that help 
business leaders become extraordinary ones. As of this writing, Scale 
Up Growth Partners has advised and helped hundreds of CEO’s & 
leadership teams to significantly grow their revenue and scale.

Not only that, it was recently shortlisted as one of the Top 10 
Leadership Development Training/Coaching Companies in APAC 2020 
by HR Tech Outlook.

Scale Up Growth Partners offers different business growth & 
leadership programs to help businesses with their growth strategy. 
Using expert advice, powerful tools and an internationally proven 
framework, each program is designed to help organisations sustainably 
scale their business.

One of these leadership programs is their unique 10X Business 
Growth Mastermind Program. This unique Mastermind program brings 
groups of 20 CEO’s into peer groups where they have confidential 
workshops guided & taught by an experienced Certified Coach (past 
CEO) matched with one-to-one mentoring/coaching to keep leaders at 
the forefront of their industry.

Scale Up Growth is unique. It coaches the 10X Business Growth 
Blueprint which is made up of 6 Pillars - Strategy, Leadership, Team & 
Culture, Execution, Cash & Profit and 10X CEO Effectiveness. Scale 
Up Growth incorporates the best of EOS, Scaling Up and TEC, and 
also incorporates the Frameworks, Methods & simple real-world Tools 
of global Thought Leaders, including Jim Collins, Topgrading (Brad 
Smart), Five Dysfunctions of a Team (Patrick Lencioni), Outthink the 
Competition (Kaihan Krippendorff), other Thought Leaders to 10x the 
knowledge of your leaders to increase the profitability of your company.

What stands them apart from other CEO Coaching & Mentoring groups 
is their growth curriculum. CEO’s need a path to real development 
breakthrough and high performance.
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